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Abstract—Optical networks have been considered for on-chip
communications due to its advantages on bandwidth density,
power efficiency and propagation speed over the electrical coun-
terpart. However, the major optical device—microring resonator
is very sensitive to manufacturing errors and temperature fluc-
tuations, which results in the bandwidth loss or even the failure
of optical link. Thus, this paper proposes a fault-tolerant and
deadlock-free routing algorithm to improve the reliability of on-
chip optical network without requiring additional virtual chan-
nel. In addition, a path selection mechanism taking account of the
actual bandwidth of the optical link affected by fabrication and
temperature variations is implemented in the routing unit. The
simulation results show that compared to the conventional fault-
tolerant routing methods, our routing algorithm can improve the
transmission latency and throughput of the network under static
and dynamic link faults by up to 51% and 22%, respectively.

Keywords-Optical network; Reliability; Fault-tolerant routing;
Deadlock-free adaptive routing

I. INTRODUCTION

As technology scales into deep submicron domain, electrical

wires start to face critical challenges in latency and power

since they do not scale well as compared to transistors [16],

[17]. Many recent researches have shifted focus to optical

on-chip interconnection, for its promises in high bandwidth

density, low propagation delay, distance-independent dynamic

power consumption. However, most works concentrate on

optical network architectures with the assumption that the

underlying photonic infrastructure operates correctly and reli-

ably. Unfortunately, there are also fundamental challenges in

integration and fabrication of optical devices to provide robust

and reliable on-chip communication.

Among many challenges, the thermal sensitivity and process

variation of silicon photonic devices are two most important

and difficult hurdles. Thermal sensitivity refers to the changes

in refractive index of optical components, e.g. photonic mi-

croring resonator, due to temperature fluctuations, such that

those components fail to resonate designated wavelengths

in the waveguide. Studies have reported that the resonance
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Fig. 1. The temperature traces of five network nodes in a 16-core chip
multiprocessor (CMP).

wavelength of a microring resonator could drift by about

0.1nm/◦C [9], [25], [28], [34], [45], while chip temperature

could fluctuate well beyond 30◦C, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The

thermal traces are generated by running a mixed multipro-

grammed workload applications from the PARSEC/SPEC [31],

[37] CPU benchmark suites (see workload Mix-1 in Table

I). The simulation methodology will be introduced later in

Section 5. As we can observe,the temperature is nonuniform

distributed across the chip and fluctuates in time, as well.

The result is that the resonant wavelengths of microrings

all drift by several wavelength channels with temperature

variations. Consequently, either transmitter or receiver or both

cannot utilize all or any available wavelengths/bandwidth to

send/receive data from the optical interconnect.

Another major reason for refractive index change is process

variations (PV). Variations of critical physical dimensions,

e.g.thickness of wafer, width of waveguide, caused by lithog-

raphy imperfection and etch non-uniformity of devices are

inevitable. Those variations will directly affect the resonant

wavelengths of microrings [19], [29], [35], [41]. In other

words, not all fabricated microrings can be used due to process

variations. As a result, network nodes that do not have all

working microrings would lose some or all of wavelength-

s/bandwidth in communication.

Current solutions to adjust the drifted resonance frequency

has limited correction range, as it would lead to a thermal

runaway beyond the trimming constraint [1], [9], [25], [28].

Thus, PV-shift may paralyze some microrings rendering total

available bandwidth less than 100% or even zero. Similarly,
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thermal shift would create dynamic changing bandwidth avail-

able at each node depending on temperature variation and dis-

tribution at runtime. This is a new challenge as high bandwidth

density has always been a major advantage of optical networks

over electric networks, and every node is always assumed to

have a fixed bandwidth available at runtime. With less than

full available bandwidth or even link faults, current optical

network designs would simply not work.

Fault-tolerant routing algorithms [3]–[5], [10], [12], [15],

[18], [32], [39], [40] can tackle link failure problem by

allowing the packets to bypass the failed physical channel,

which, however, might lead to deadlock situation. Boppana

and Chalasani in [3] proposed a fault-tolerant routing algo-

rithm for 2D meshes by classifying packets into four classes,

where each class is assigned to a virtual channel (VC) to

avoid deadlock. Chen and Chiu [4] introduced a routing

algorithm that is able to reduce the minimum requirement

of the VC count by one. Chien and Kim [5] proposed a

partially adaptive routing algorithm for higher dimensional

meshes with three VCs by ordering all dimensions into a

series of planes. Duato [11] presented a general theory for

fault-tolerant fully adaptive routing in meshes with four VCs.

However, the aforementioned algorithms do not include the

mechanism to handle dynamic link faults. Gaughan et al [12]

presented an alternative technique for addressing both static

and dynamic faults in meshes by searching for fault-less paths

and reserving a VC along the path for the upcoming packets.

The latency for locating the path and reserving VCs leads to

significant performance degradation. Moreover, although the

fault-tolerant routing algorithms have been extensively studied

for mesh-based electrical network, there is little work on

crossbar-based photonic network. Gomez, et al. [15] proposed

to employ Valiant’s algorithm [38], which is a well-known

adaptive routing algorithm for balancing the link load and

select appropriate intermediate node to circumvent the failed

link. This adaptive and fault-tolerant routing algorithm could

be tailored for crossbar-based network. Hence, it is employed

as a baseline design to compare against ours.

In this paper, we leverage the routing rule of minus-first to

avoid deadlock without requiring additional virtual channels

(VCs) which is necessary for Valiant’s algorithm [15], [38],

while “minus” means that the optical link follows a descending

order, such as node 9 → node 5. The simple rule helps

to save the searching time of fault-less path, however, the

restriction on the routing could bring the issue of unbalanced

link utilization and result in network throughput drop. To

mitigate this problem, we introduce a fully adaptive routing,

which improves the flexibility of routing and avoids dead-

lock by leveraging minus-first as the base routing scheme.

Furthermore, the actual available bandwidth, which could be

less than 100% due to PV and thermal drift, is used as

a metric for path selection to reduce the network latency.

In addition, we propose a low-cost scheme to collect the

bandwidth information of the optical links. The evaluation

results have shown that compared to the baseline fault-tolerant

routing [15], our method can improve the network latency and
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Fig. 2. A sample of SWMR network architecture.

throughput under the conditions of bandwidth losses and link

faults by up to 51% and 22%, respectively.

In the rest of the paper, we present the background and

the previous work in Section II, which includes the network

architecture the link failure model, and the limitations of the

related prior work. We present the fault-tolerant adaptive rout-

ing algorithm in Section III. Simulation results are provided

in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK

The key elements in an optical network includes a laser

source, which generates laser of different wavelengths; waveg-

uides, which propagate laser signals across the chip; modu-

lators, which convert the electrical signals into light pulses

of certain wavelengths, and detectors, which receive optical

signals and convert them to electrical signals. The laser source

is responsible for generating phase-coherent and equally s-

paced wavelengths. It is expected that such laser source could

produce up to 64 wavelengths per waveguide for a dense

wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) network [22]. For

modulation, microring resonators are typically preferred over

other modulators due to their high modulation speed, low

power and small footprint [26], [33], [42]. The same ring

structure can be used as a wavelength selective detector to

extract light out of the waveguide, if the ring is doped with

a photo-detecting material such as germanium. The resonant

light will be absorbed by the germanium and converted into

electrical signal.

A. Network Architecture

Because an optical crossbar is favored as the network

backbone for cache coherence management [24], [43] and data

transmission as it provides high bandwidth, natural support for

broadcast, as well as short and uniform latency that simplifies

protocol design, our routing algorithm is developed based on

the single-write-multiple-read (SWMR) crossbar architecture

proposed in [21], [30]. In this architecture, there is a total of

n nodes, N1, . . . , Nn, connected by WDM optical waveguides,

each supporting w wavelengths, λ1, . . . , λw. Every node uses

an exclusive set of m = w/n contiguous wavelengths to send

data and can receive data via the remaining w−m wavelengths.

Hence, all nodes can transmit simultaneously without the need

for arbitration and each node can simultaneously receive data

from the other n− 1 nodes. In our evaluation, we will use an

example network with n = 16 nodes and w = 64 wavelengths.

That is, N1 uses λ1, . . . , λ4 for transmission, N2 uses λ5, . . . ,

λ8, and so on. Fig. 2 shows, as an example, the wavelengths

used by N2 for transmission and reception.

The crossbar-based optical architecture establishes a fully

connected network, according to which the number of nodes is
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Fig. 3. An example showing bandwidth loss or link failure due to process
variation (PV) and temperature fluctuation (TF).

usually no more than 64. It conforms to the current multi-core

system and has been proven to be more energy-efficient than

a mesh-based network [23] due to the limitation of the up-to-

date nanophotonic technology. To scale up to future large-sized

network, hierarchical network topology, such as the dragonfly

architecture [20] could be a feasible solution. The proposed

fault-tolerant routing algorithm can be extended to dragonfly

network, which is the future work of this paper.

B. Static and Dynamic Optical Link Failure

If microrings work perfectly, a sender and a receiver can

modulate and extract optical signals correctly without any loss.

The upper part of Fig. 3 illustrates such an ideal scenario

where the sender uses μrings #1 and #2 to modulate their

nominal two wavelengths λ1, λ2, and the receiver uses μrings

#3 and #4 to detect and extract the same wave-lengths respec-

tively. Note that ring #3 and #1 have the same resonance, so

do #4 and #2. Under ideal situation, both sender and receiver

can utilize 100% of their bandwidth for transmission.

When PV is present, some μrings are off from their res-

onance. The middle part of Fig. 3 shows the same example

with μring 1 being off from λ1. As a result, it cannot resonate

at λ1, downgrading the sender’s bandwidth to 50%. Such a

bandwidth loss is a static loss meaning that this sender loses

50% bandwidth permanently.

At runtime, processor temperature tends to fluctuate (de-

noted as TF) and the resonance of the microrings will change

with temperature. The lower part of Fig. 3 illustrates the same

example when the temperature of the sender node increases

(assuming no PV is present). At sender side, all rings drift

towards the blue end of the spectrum when temperature

decreases. For ease of illustration, we assume that they all drift

by �λ which is the spacing between neighboring wavelengths.

Hence, ring #1 and #2 can only resonate λ1. While at the

receiver side, all rings drift towards the red end of the spectrum

as temperature increases. Then ring #3 and #4 can only receive

λ2. As a result, there is no common resonant wavelength

A B

(B,A)

(A,B)

Fig. 4. The fault model: a link failure example.

between sender and receiver, resulting in zero communication

bandwidth or link failure. Such fault is dynamic since the

resonance drift is linear with temperature and temperature

could either increase or decrease. In summary, the optical

link might lose bandwidth loss or even fail permanently or

temporarily. Note that the optical link mentioned in this paper

is unidirectional, e.g. packets are sent from router A to B via

link (A,B). Since each node uses different sets of microring

resonators for sending and receiving packets, a failed link

(A,B) does not necessarily indicate the failure of link (B,A),

as illustrated by Fig. 4.

C. Current Solutions and Limitations

Without any correction, PV and TF could result in a high

probability of optical channel failure. Thus, power trimming is

necessary to adjust the drifting resonance of μrings. However,

instead of shifting a μring to its designated (nominal) wave-

length, clever proposals were made to reduce the trimming

power by tuning a μring to the wavelength closest to its current

resonant wavelength or to the nearest wave-length in a prede-

termined grid [13], [29]. Both methods could not address the

limitations of trimming range, which leads to the significant

bandwidth losses. MinTrim [44] is a post-fabrication scheme

to realign the resonant wavelengths of μrings to achieve max-

imum available network bandwidth under the effects of PV.

Nevertheless, one-time solution cannot address the dynamic

drift of λ introduced by TF. In addition, even with global

optimized wavelength mapping, there is still a chance( 10−4)

for two nodes to lose their bandwidth or connection as shown

in the evaluation of MinTrim. Sliding Ring Window(SRW) [2],

[28] is a technique that adds thermal μrings at both ends of

the spectrum, to improve the power efficiency and address

non-correctable λ shifts caused by TF. However with PV,

SRW would still not be able to fully preserve the bandwidth

or guarantee zero link failure. Hence, error correction codes

were proposed to handle transmission errors [28], however,

it introduces unaffordable bandwidth overhead with large

number of error bits. Since the static/dynamic link failures and

bandwidth degradation are difficult to overcome with current

technology, we propose a fault-tolerant routing in this paper

to improve the reliability of on-chip optical network. Note

that our approach is a complementary scheme for the existing

trimming methods, thus it will be applied when the bandwidth

of optical links cannot be fully recovered by MinTrim, SRW

or any other wavelength correction mechanisms or the broken

links are uncorrectable.
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D. Fault-tolerant Routing Algorithms

Allowing the packets to bypass the failed network link

might lead to the network deadlock situation. Dally and Seitz

in [8] proposed the necessary and sufficient condition for

deadlock-free routing in interconnection networks. Dally and

Aoki in [7] proposed a deadlock-free fully adaptive routing

algorithm using a parameter called dimension reversal number

to classify packets and buffers. Duato [10], [11] proposed a

general theory for fully adaptive routing in interconnection

networks by splitting a physical channel into escape channels

and adaptive channels, where escape channels are provided for

the baseline routing hops and adaptive channels are provided

for any minimum routing hops. Glass and Ni [14] proposed

a partially adaptive routing algorithm for 2D meshes without

any virtual channels. Chiu [6] provided more adaptiveness by

allowing odd-even turns. Wu [39] proposed a fault-tolerant

odd-even turn routing algorithm in 2D meshes without any

virtual channels.

III. MINUS-FIRST FAULT-TOLERANT ROUTING IN

OPTICAL ON-CHIP NETWORKS

For a fault-free optical crossbar, packets can be delivered to

the destination node within single hop since every pair nodes

are connected by two unidirectional links. The minimal routing

always selects the shortest paths for the packets, hence, it is

impossible to create deadlocks. However, when link fault is

present, the minimal routing path might no longer be available

so that misroute is applied to bypass the failed channel. For

instance, packet is forwarded to an intermediate node via a

functional link before reaching the destination.

The non-minimal routing introduces the network deadlocks.

For example, Fig. 5(a) shows that four packets can establish

a deadlock configuration in an optical crossbar with six nodes

and four link failures. Packet p1 from 0 to 3 is misrouted

to node 4 since link(0,3) is not available. So it occupies the

input port from 0 to 4 and requests the input port 4 to 3. In

the same way, packet p2 from 4 to 1, occupies the input port

from 4 to 3 and requests the input port from 3 to 1; packet p3
from 3 to 0, occupies the input port from 3 to 1 and requests

the input port 1 to 0; finally, packet p4 from 1 to 4, occupies

the input port from 1 to 0 and requests the input port 0 to 4.

Fig. 5 (b) illustrates that cyclic dependency is formed in such

scenario. Packets P1, P2, P3, and P4 are injected from nodes

0, 4, 3, and 2, which occupy the buffers at nodes 4, 3, 1, and

0, respectively.
We observe that any cyclic dependency occurs under the

following condition: a packet occupies the buffer of a plus

hop and requests the buffer of a minus hop. Here, we define

(v1, v2) as a link between two nodes and the direction from

v1 to v2 is set as plus if v1 is smaller than v2; otherwise,

it is minus link. A packet delivered across a minus hop if

it is transmitted along a minus link; otherwise, it traverses

a plus hop. There exists at least one packet in the deadlock

configuration that does not follow the rule in the example in

Fig. 5(a). The packet p1 occupies a plus hop and requests

a minus hop. Hence, we propose a minus-first deadlock-free

routing scheme for the crossbar network with link failures. As

shown in Fig. 5(b), packets P1, P2, P3, and P4 are injected

from nodes 0, 4, 3, and 2, which occupy the buffers at nodes

4, 3, 1, and 0, respectively. A cyclic dependency as shown

in Fig. 5(b). All the four packets cannot be delivered directly

in the above deadlock configuration because of the four link

failures.

A. Minus-First Routing (MFR)
MFR scheme is illustrated by Fig. 6. The minimal routing

still applies if the direct link is available; otherwise, the

packet is sent to an intermediate node before it arrives at the

destination. The details of misroute procedures are described

in Fig. 7. The routing path must follow the MFR rules to

avoid deadlocks, that is, a packet should be delivered along

all the minus hops first, and then along plus hops. We have

the two options for the intermediate node v: (1) v < s (s is

the source), which means that the ID of v is smaller than that

of s; (2) or a node s < v < d (d is the destination). In both

cases, the packet can be delivered to the destination without

violating the minus-first routing rule.
There exists at least one packet shown in Fig. 5(b) that

does not follow the rule: The packet P1 occupies a plus

hop and requests a minus hop, which leads to the deadlock

configuration. To break the cyclic dependency, we propose the

4



fault-tolerant-deadlock-free-adaptive-route(s,d)

{
1) Let the current node be the destination d. Consume the

packet at the local node; exit.

2) Let the link connecting s and d is available, deliver the

packet to d; exit.

3) Let the link leading to d is a failure, call fault-tolerant-
misroute(s,d); exit.

}
Fig. 6. The fault-tolerant deadlock-free adaptive routing in the optical NOC.

fault-tolerant-misroute(s,d)

{
1) Q ← ∅; for all other nodes v < s, if none of the links

from s to v or from v to d is faulty, Q ← {v} ∪Q.

2) For all s < v < d, Q ← Q ∪ {v} if none of the links

from s to v, or v to d is faulty.

3) ch = select(Q), the selected next node v ∈ Q has the

least C1 +C2, where C1 and C2 are the time to deliver

the whole regular packet along the links from s to v and

v to d, respectively.

4) Return the selected next node.

}
Fig. 7. The deadlock-free fault-tolerant minus-first misrouting.

minus-first deadlock-free routing scheme for the NoC with link

failures.

Fig. 7 presents the misroute scheme, which requires that

for each intermediate node v, the links connecting s and v,

and v and d are fault-free. The number of cycles to deliver a

data unit (flit) across the link is kept inside each router as an

indicator of actual link bandwidth. In this paper, we uses two-

bit information, where 00, 01, 10, and 11 represent the statuses

when the link is a failure, 3 cycles are required to deliver a flit

due to the bandwidth loss, two cycles are required to deliver

a flit, and a single cycle is required to deliver a flit, which

means that the full bandwidth of the optical link is available.

With the minus-first fault-tolerant routing algorithm, four

packets cannot establish the deadlock configuration for the

deadlock example in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5(c), no deadlock

configuration is established: Packet p1 from 0 to 3, can be

delivered to 1 by a plus hop first, which reaches 3 via another

plus hop. Packet P2 from 4 to 1 can select node 3 as the

intermediate node via a minus hop, which reaches node 1 via

another minus hop. Packet P3 from 3 to 0 can be delivered

to node 1 via a minus hop first, which reaches 0 via another

minus hop. Finally, packet P4 from 1 to 4 can be delivered to

node 0 via a minus hop first, which reaches node 4 via a plus

hop. In addition, no extra virtual channel is required. Different

input ports are used in nodes 1 and 3 for packet P1, which

uses physical links along the clockwise cycle.

We establish the dependency graph first. The vertices of the

graph are all resources in the inputs ports in the network. As
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Fig. 8. Deadlock freeness proof: (a) the feature of cyclic dependencies, and
(b) paths to deliver packets with the MFR algorithm.

shown in Fig. 8(a), each node represents the resource (input

port or buffer) at the node. Any directed edge (a, b) stands

for the fact that a packet occupies the resource at node a and

requests the resource at node b.
Lemma 1: Any cyclic dependency (v1, v2, . . . , vk) contains

at least a pair of consecutive dependencies (vi−1, vi) and

(vi, vi+1), where (vi−1, vi) is plus, and (vi, vi+1) is minus.

Proof: For all the nodes in the cyclic (v1, v2, . . . , vk) depen-

dency, no repeated appearance occurs for all nodes. It is clear

that there exists a node vi with the highest ID. Let vi−1 and

vi+1 be the two neighbors of vi for the cyclic dependency. We

have, (vi−1, vi) is plus and (vi, vi+1) is minus, respectively.

The cases may appear multiple times. For any node vi, there

exists another pair of dependencies with vi−1 < vi, and

vi > vi+1, where (vi−1, vi) is plus, and (vi, vi+1) is minus.

A cyclic dependency can be eliminated if one of the above

dependency pair is not allowed.

Theorem 1: The minus-first non-minimal fault-tolerant

routing algorithm presented in Figs. 6 and 7 is deadlock-free.

Proof: We would like to prove that the proposed MFR

algorithm is deadlock-free by contradiction. Assume that there

exists at least one cyclic dependency in the dependency graph

based on the minus-first routing (MFR) algorithm.

Any cyclic dependency in the optical on-chip network

presented in Fig. 8(a) meets the following feature: at least

one packet traverses a plus hop, following a minus hop exist

as presented in Fig. 5 and Lemma 1. As presented in Figs. 7

and 8(b), the intermediate node v can be v < s when the link,

that directly connected the source s and the destination d, fails.

Therefore, the hop from s to v is minus. The following hop

from v to d can be minus or plus. When the intermediate node

5



s < v < d, a packet is delivered from s to v via a plus hop.

The packet traverses from v to d still via a plus hop.

In all cases, the proposed routing scheme allows one or

more or none minus hop, which is followed by one or more

or none plus hop. This is in conflict with the feature of a

cyclic dependency. That is, no cyclic dependency exists in the

dependency graph. Therefore, no deadlock configuration can

be established, and the proposed MFR algorithm is deadlock-

free.

However, traffic flows from node 0 to 1 always route

along link (0,1) since no intermediate node could satisfy

the requirement of MFR. Then a link failure at link (0,1)

can make the packet from 0 to 1 undeliverable. Thus, we

introduce a fully adaptive routing scheme shown in Fig. 9 as

an enhancement of MFR to address the disconnection issue.

The baseline routing scheme used in the fully adaptive routing

scheme is the MFR illustrated in Fig. 7. Although the adaptive

routing scheme does not require multiple virtual channels to

avoid deadlocks, each input port should accomodate at least

two buffers, where each buffer can keep a packet. As shown

in Fig. 9, even if a node does not conform to the MFR, it can

still be selected as an intermediate node along as it contains

two free buffers, or one free buffer and the occupied buffer

keeps a packet that is being delivered along an MFR hop (a

safe packet that establish no deadlock) [27].

Generally, a packet can advance if one of the following

three cases can be satisfied: (1) the input port of the next node

contains two empty buffer, (2) the input port of the next node

contains one empty buffer, and one safe packet (it is delivered

along an MFR hop), and (3) the input port of the next node

contains an empty buffer, and the hop from the node to the

next node conforms to the MFR algorithm.

Theorem 2: The minus-first fully adaptive fault-tolerant

routing algorithm as presented in Fig. 9 is deadlock-free.

Proof: A packet can be misrouted to a neighbor v that does not

conform to the minus-first routing (MFR hop) scheme when

its input port contains two free buffers, or one free buffer, the

other is occupied by a packet that is delivered via a MFR hop.

In all cases, a packet, that traverses a plus hop first and requests

the resource of a node via a minus hop, just requests an empty

buffer of an input port that contains two empty buffers, or the

empty buffer of an input port that contains a safe packet, where

the safe packet will release the buffer. Therefore, no deadlock

configuration can be established.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we compare the performance of three routing

algorithms: ideal case (full bandwidth), and baseline fault-

tolerant routing scheme named IN in [15], minus-first routing

(MFR) under the uniform, hotspot (all packets are delivered

to four randomly selected nodes), bit-complement, transpose,

and tornado communication patterns. The experiment results

are collected after 500,000 simulation cycles, while the warm-

up period is set as 10,000 cycles. In order to evaluate the

fault-tolerance ability of the routing scheme, both dynamic

fault-tolerant-misroute1(s,d)

{
1) Q ← ∅; for all other nodes v < s, if none of the links

from s to v or from v to d is faulty, Q ← {v} ∪Q.

2) For all s < v < d, Q ← Q ∪ {v} if none of the links

from s to v, or v to d is faulty.

3) For all other fault-free neighbors v of s, Q ← {v} ∪Q
if the links (s, v) and (v, d) are fault-free, and one of the

following three conditions is satisfied:

a) the input port of the next node contains two empty

buffer;

b) the input port of the next node contains one empty

buffer, and one safe packet;

c) the input port of the next node contains an empty

buffer, and the hop from the node to the next node

conforms to the MFR algorithm.

4) ch = select(Q), the selected next node v ∈ Q has the

least C1 + C2, where C1 and C2 are the required time

to deliver the whole regular packet of the links from s
to v and v to d, respectively.

5) Return the selected next node.

}
Fig. 9. The fully adaptive fault-tolerant minus-first misrouting.
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Fig. 10. The on-chip router architecture.
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Fig. 11. Performance evaluation in the faulty optical NoCs with five random
link failures.
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Fig. 12. Performance evaluation for failure links leading to the same node in faulty optical NoCs.

Fig. 13. Performance evaluation in the faulty optical NoCs with randomly injected link failures.

link failure and bandwidth losses are modeled. In addition

to inserting given number of dynamic link failures, we also

consider that the faulted links are recovered every 100,000

cycles. Since the temperature change spans in 0.1ms, the

bandwidth of selected links is set to increase or decrease every

100,000 cycles. IN [15] needs to search for an intermediate

node for each packet. Two VCs are required to avoid deadlock.

One is for the packet delivered from s to the intermediate node

v, and the other VC is used for the transmission goes from v
to d.

We evaluate the algorithms with a cycle-accurate simulator

for the on-chip optical network with n = 16 nodes as

described in Subsection 2.1. Each packet contains 5 flits,

while each input buffer of the router can hold 2 packets.

Packets are injected into the network using a Bernoulli process.

The injection buffer of the network is 4-packet size. For

synthetic simulations, experiments include steady-state fault-

free simulations, fault-tolerant evaluation with dynamically

inserted link failures.

As shown in Fig. 11, the latency of the proposed MFR, ideal
case (the best results in theory, no failure, full bandwidth),

and the IN algorithm [15] when five random link failures are

injected into the 16-node optical NoC. The performance of

the proposed method is close to that of the ideal case when

the injection rate is no more than 0.6 flit/node/cycle, which is

apparently better than that of IN. The most important reason

is that IN must search for an intermediate node when a packet

cannot be delivered directly. We present the average results

for 10 different groups of results.

Two different simulations are completed for fault-tolerant

performance evaluation of the proposed method, one for up to

14 link failures (all failures leading to the same node (node

8) are injected; the other case inserts link failures randomly.

Fig. 12 presents the fault-tolerant performance comparison

for MFR and IN [15] for the first case. Fig. 12 shows the

latency comparison in the faulty optical SWMR networks.

The uniform communication is considered for up to 14 link

failures. The latency for MFR and IN increases when the

number of link failures increases, while the throughput for

both methods gradually decreases. MFR outperforms IN in

terms of network latency and throughput through all the traffic

cases. In addition, MFR is less sensitive to the number of link

failures for latency.

Fig. 13 shows the throughput of MFR and IN with different

number of randomly injected link failures. The number of

link failures is up to 30. As shown in Fig. 13, the saturation

point throughput for both methods decreases slightly when the

number of link failures increases. In all cases, the proposed

method works better than IN. In all cases, the injection rate is

set to 1.0 flit/node/cycle.

Fig. 14 presents the performance comparison for dynamic

bandwidth in fault-free networks. Bandwidth of each channel

is set to 1/3, 2/3, and 1 with probability 25%, 50%, and 25%,

respectively. The change of bandwidth definitely reflects on

latency. Fig. 14 presents that MFR and IN start to show some

differences. In all cases, MFR outperforms IN in all cases.

For all results in Fig. 14, the injection rate is still set to 1.0

flit/node/cycle.

We also evaluated the MFR scheme using traffic traces

generated by running a mixed multiprogrammed workload

7



Fig. 14. Latency with dynamic bandwidth in optical NoCs.
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Fig. 15. Throughput evaluation in the optical NoCs under the real applica-
tions.

TABLE I
MULTIPROGRAMMED WORKLOADS

cases benchmarks
case1 blacksholes, bodytrack, canneal, dedup
case2 ferret, fluidanimate, streamcluster, rtview
case3 leslie3d, libquantum, namd, sjeng
case4 leslied3d, cactusADM, libquantum, bzip

applications from the PARSEC/SPEC CPU benchmark suites

(see table I). Fig. 15 presents the performance comparison

between IN and the proposed MFR scheme with five randomly

inserted link failures. We run MFR and IN on four real

applications. It is found that MFR outperforms IN in all

cases. The differences are not as apparent as that presented

earlier because the injection rates are very low for all real

applications.

V. CONCLUSIONS

With process variation and thermal shifts, it is not realistic to

assume that optical networks are perfect. Hence, future optical

networks should be designed to adapt to bandwidth losses and

link failures. This paper proposes a fault-tolerant, deadlock-

free adaptive routing algorithm to handle both static and

dynamic link failures, where unidirectional link failure model

is used. When full link bandwidth cannot be reserved, MFR

routing algorithm can outperform the conventional methods

on the network throughput by 11%. Furthermore, with static

and dynamic faults, the proposed MFR routing scheme can

improve the network throughput by up to 22%. Therefore, the

MFR routing is effective in mitigating the impacts of both

process and thermal variations on network performance from

an architecture perspective.
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